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 Improve Pan-Tilt System 
 Implement Object 
Tracking 
 Redesign User Interface 
 Specifications: 
 Track a 6ftx6ft Area 
 Implement with an 
Android Tablet 
 Positions: Up, Down, 
Left, Right, and (X,Y) 
Coordinates 
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TASK 1: TROUBLESHOOT CAMERA 
1. Troubleshoot Camera 
 Get the camera view 
to work on Android 
tablet 
 Fix the resolution 
problem 
 Incorporate a user 
setting for the 
camera IP address 
 Fix the camera 
mounting issue 
 Fix error handling when 
the camera connection 
is not successful 












 Troubleshoot Camera 
 Got camera view to 
work on Android 
tablet 
 Fixed resolution 
problem 
 Incorporated a user 
setting for the camera 
IP address 
























 Fixed resolution 
problem  
 Moved all hardware 
and software from the 
Netbook to a PC 
 This helped with the 
video feed processing 











 Incorporated a user 












 Fixed camera 
mounting issue 
 Developed mount 
design 


























 Developed mount design  
 Measured camera & motor 
end dimensions 
 Used Google SketchUp to 
create 3D Models 
ACHIEVED TASKS 
 Built mount at IRIS West 
and implemented it 
 6mm thick ABS plastic 























TASK 2: OBJECT TRACKING 
 Object Tracking 
 Learn how to capture frames from the MJPEG 
stream 
 Develop algorithm to detect objects with captured 
video frame 
 Detect blob of color 
 Stretch goal: detect laser pointer 
 Develop method to move motors to point the camera 










TASK 3: ANDROID USER INTERFACE 
 Android User Interface 
 Redesign layout to make 
it more user friendly 
 Add help screens with 
instructions on how to use 
the PanTiltSee system 
 Fix Eclipse warnings 
about string usage, 
unused APIs, and 
deprecated preference 
method 
 Stretch Goal: Redesign 
layout so that it will 
automatically adjust to any 
screen resolution and 












 Android User 
Interface 
 Redesign layout to 
make it more user 
friendly 
 Manual Page 
 Automatic Page/Filter 
Settings Page 











 Redesign layout to 
make it more user 
friendly- Manual Page 
 Removed “Show 
Camera View” button 
since “Connect 
Camera” is the same 
 Java: removed the java 
coding for this button 
 Made font on 
“Disconnect Camera” 
larger/consistent 
 Task 1: 
Troubleshoot 
Camera 
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 Redesign layout to 




 Created the general 
layout of the Filter 
Settings Page 
 Java: worked with 
Dave to code this page 





































 Filter Settings Page 
 Mainly Coded: 
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 Redesign layout to 
make it more user 
friendly- Tracking 
Page 
 Created the general 
layout of the Tracking 
Page 
 Java: worked with 
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DEMO OF GENERAL LAYOUT 
28 
DEMO OF WORKING SYSTEM- MANUAL 
29 
WALKTHROUGH STEPS-COMPUTER 
 IP Camera Icon 










DEMO OF WORKING SYSTEM- AUTOMATIC 
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FUTURE WORK 
 Improvements on the camera mount and camera 
 Newer and improved camera models 
 More aesthetic camera mount 
 More secure and stable to avoid vibrations 
 Change the device to a newer Netbook 
 Return to the Netbook concept for increased mobility 
 Requires a newer and more updated Netbook with more 
processing power for the camera stream 
 Graphical User Interface 
 Create a help screen for the user 
 Edit the Tracking page after implementing object tracking 
development 
 Object tracking 




 Troubleshoot Camera 
 Get the camera view to work on Android tablet 
 Fix the resolution problem 
 Incorporate a user setting for the camera IP address 
 Fix the camera mounting issue 
 Fix error handling when the camera connection is not successful 
 Fix the camera reconnect problem 
 Object Tracking 
 Learn how to capture frames from the MJPEG stream 
 Develop algorithm to detect objects with captured video frame 
 Detect blob of color 
 Stretch goal: detect laser pointer 
 Develop method to move motors to point the camera at the detected 
location 
 Android User Interface 
 Redesign layout to make it more user friendly 
 Add help screens with instructions on how to use the PanTiltSee system 
 Fix Eclipse warnings about string usage, unused APIs, and deprecated 
preference method 
 Stretch Goal: Redesign layout so that it will automatically adjust to any 
screen resolution and orientation (landscape or portrait) 
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